
  CRYSTAL CLUSTER

      Clusters are formations of single terminated crystals that share a common 
base. Clusters are many individual crystals who all live together in harmony and 
peace. They represent the evolved community, each member being individually 
perfect and unique yet sharing a common ground, a common truth, with all the 
others. In clusters, all units join together to reap the benefits of living, learning 
and sharing in an advanced society. The individual crystals reflect light back 
and forth to one another and all bathe in the combined radiance of the whole. 
The auric light that surrounds the quartz cluster is very bright and strong.
      There may be hundreds of single terminated points in a quartz cluster, or 
there may only be two. Small clusters are ideal to use in crystal healing layouts 
while larger ones usually find homes on altars, desks, counter tops, window 
sills, bedstands, or any place where they can reflect their radiance. Clusters are 
wonderful gifts to homes where the occupants need to harmonize and 
cooperate.
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